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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the SPXl project calculations, performed on 1/3
core with the aid of the series of 3D codes described in the Session 2. The
main criteria, related to contact forces, head bowings and handling forces,
are fulfilled.

Some parametric studies on the mechanical equilibrium are also
presented. The main parameters are : the axial pad level, the subassembly
stiffness and the pad local stiffness.
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The series of 3D codes described in the SESSION 2 was applied for
the first time to the design calculations of an industrial reactor : SUPER-
PHENIX 1. Other studies were performed about the influence of various para-
meters on the mechanical equilibrium of the SPX1 core, especially the pad
reactivity effect.

1. APPLICATION OF THE SERIES OF CODES TO SPX1

1.1 Hypotheses

Linear flexural behavior of the subassembly considered alone : no
foot gap, no variation of the flexural rigidity with the loading.

Preselection of the interaction levels between the subassemblies :
pads and heads (the possible contacts at the mid-core level are
neglected a priori).

No friction, except for the handling force calculations.

No variation of the irradiation conditions along the time : tempe-
ratures, flux.

For the equilibrium "SUPER PHENIX 1" cycle, all the subassemblies
are equally old in the core, at any time. While for the starting
"SUPER-PHENIX 1" cycles some preliminary calculations of the free
bowings and of the variations of the distances over flats allowed
to account for the various handling operations performed during
the first cycles : thus, for this starting core, all the subas-
semblies have their actual age, at any time.

1.2 Uncertainties

For the studies related to the static mechanical core behavior,
leading to the mechanical design or the project criteria, some envelope
values were provided : they correspond to the results at the end of the
lifetime, weighted by an uncertainty coefficient of 50 %, except for the
friction forces during the handling operations for which the uncertainty
reaches 125 %. These 50 % come from the behavior laws (25 % ) , from ARGOH
(5 %) and from HARMONIE (20 % ) .

For studies of the "pad" effect, the most pessimistic values
during the cycles were considered as the best estimate up to now. No uncer-
tainty could be sharply defined.

1.3 Mechanical equilibrium calculations

Because of the 3 order core symmetry, the calculations were
performed on a sector of 307 subassemblies, i.e. one third of the core, what
represents 884 contacts at each selected interaction level (pads and heads).
A SO JEPP time-step for the equilibrium cycle and varying from 80 to
160 JEPP for the starting cycles was selected to get enough accuracy for the
irradiation creep bowings.

The Fig. 2 shows the map of the swelling bowings at the head
level, at nominal power and at the end of the core life. One may notice the
effects of thermal and neutronic wells around the control rods. The Fig. 3
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and 4 show the contact maps at the pad level, respectively at the beginning
and at the end of the core life. Three zones appear with respect to their
general mechanical behavior :

the fuel core inner part is submitted to a flat thermal and neu-
tronic field, only locally disturbed around the control rods,

the fuel core outer part is submitted to strong thermal and neu-
tronic gradients leading to a centrifugal bowing,

the core outer part, composed of the blanket and steel subassem-
blies, is less bowed ; it plays a part of elastic natural cons-
traint.

The lateral neutronic shielding subassemblies (PNL) don't in-
fluence the core static equilibrium, because of the existing gaps.

The project parameters, whose the values at the end of the core
life are to be compared with the technological limits, are the following
ones :

* Reactor at nominal power :

Head displacement, in the core, of a control rod (with regard
to the control rod operation), or of any subassembly (with
regard to the supervision of a suitable measurement of the
exit temperatures),

Interaction force on a pad, and bending moment at the subas-
sembly seat level( with regard to the mechanical resistance
of the pad and the foot).

* Reactor in isothermal handling situation :

Head displacement, in the core, of any subassembly,

Permanent free head bowing, out of the core, of any subas-
sembly,

Extraction force of any subassembly.

These values are such that the criteria are fulfilled.

1.4 Calculation of the "pad" effect

The HARMOREA code was not at the end of its development at the
time of the SPX1 studies : so, we only estimated the geometric core defor-
mation as a function of the AT core, i.e. a scalar AR/R, defined as the
variation of the fuel core mean radius between the nominal equilibrium and
the disturbed equilibrium by a AT core evolution.

The Fig. 5 presents the evolution of AR/R at the mid-core level,
in terms of the AT core, at the beginning and at the end of the core life :
it shows the non-linear form of this plot.

Two kinds of behavior are emphasized : below some value of the AT
core, the evolution is slight, almost negligible with respect to the evolu-
tion corresponding to the steel free thermal bowing. Beyond this value, may
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be observed the centrifugal behavior, due to the core compactness but limi-
ted by the elastic interpenetration of the pads and the progressive inter-
vention of the constraining forces. A similar calculation was performed with
the 2D core equilibrium code ORGUE-FLUTHE instead of HARMONIE : the plots so
obtained are on the Fig. 5.
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2. PARAMETRIC STUDIES

These studies were performed with the help of HARMONIE 3D on the
120° sector of the SPX1 core, and based on the SPX1 data.

The results were estimated with respect to the contact forces, the
bowings at the head level, the handling forces and the "pad reactivity
effect" (this last phenomenon was only evaluated by the AR/R variation in
fonction of the AT core).

The parameters were chosen among the ones which could be modified
in the future in the SPX1 core (we did not consider, for instance, the type
of restraint systems) :

the axial pad level,
the subassembly stiffness,
the local pad stiffness.

The main results were :

the AR/R is optimal for an axial lad level, lower than the nominal
one (Fig. 6), but implying a strong increase of contact and hand-
ling forces,

the division by 5 of the local pad stiffness decreases the AR/R
(Fig. 7) and decreases the contact forces up to 50 %,

the division by 3 of the subassembly stiffness increases the AR/R
(Fig. 8) and decreases the contact forces roughly by a factor 3,

the influence on the bowings is small,

the consequences of the evolution of these three parameters do
not add each other in terms of AR/R (Fig. 9).
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FIGURES

FIG. 1 : VERTICAL CROSS-SECTION ALONG A ROW OF SUBASSEMBLIES : DEFORMED
SHAPES AT THE END OF LIFE

FIG. 2 : MAP OF THE HEAD SWELLING BOWINGS AT NOMINAL POWER AND AT THE END
OF THE CORE LIFE

CONTACT MAP AT THE BEGINNING OF THE CORE LIFE

CONTACT MAP AT THE END OF THE CORE LIFE

EVOLUTION OF THE AR/R AT THE MID-CORE LEVEL IN TERMS OF THE AT
CORE PERTURBATION

INFLUENCE OF THE AXIAL PAD LEVEL ON THE AR/R

INFLUENCE OF THE LOCAL PAD STIFFNESS ON THE AR/R

INFLUENCE OF THE SUBASSEMBLY STIFFNESS ON THE AR/R

INFLUENCE OF THE THREE PARAMETERS TOGETHER ON THE AR/R
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FIGURF. 1
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FIGURE 3
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FIGURE 4
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FIGURE 5
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FIGURE 6
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FIGURE 9
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